There are different concentrations
of nerves packed into the area
around his pees. The outer chest has
fewer nerves and can take higher
heat, but the nipples have tons, o
they require less fire. If you drizzle
a warming gel over his chest and
give him a rubdown, you'll be able
to control the degree of heat. See,
the gel gets hotter the harder you
push (it's activated by body heat
and pressure) and will cool slightly if
you lighten up. On the outer edges
of his pees, use your fingers to draw
- -wo(Je circles, going inward until you
reach each nipple. Use a firm touch
at first, and soften up as you move
toward the bull's-eyes.
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while too much heat
a little will make him want to
you down so he can get to the main
event. Open your mouth wide, and
breathe heavily over one ball at a time.
Just don't purse your lip anejl blowan open mo
releases warm atr,
whereas lips t hat
pressed together
that'll kill his buzz.
let out
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Him
Burn With
By Bethany Heitman

Your mouth around his member is high
on his list of favorite things. Even better?
A warmed-up mouth around his member!
If you swish some hot tea or water before
giving him oral, you can make him especially hard and turned on because blood
wants to go to warm places in the
(and flees places that are cold, which
he shrinks in chilly weather). Pause
minute or so to take another sip- this
only keeps your mouth hot but also
you a break and prevents your jaw
getting tired. (Just make sure to keep
hand on him to maintain contact.)

Warm.in~

products
(think lubes) are
some of the bestselling sex accesso1ies right now.
And there:.;; a definite
reason for that: Using
any kind of heat during
foreplay is pleasurable.
Ian Kerner, PhD, author
of He Cmnes Next,
explains: "When you're
aroused, your body
becomes more sensitive
to tauch. And heatwhether it's from a
lubricant or even your
breath-amplifies
that sensitivity by doing
things like increasing
blood flow." To help you
put this info to good use,
we c.:r eated a heat map
of his body, zonin~ all
the places that are most
receptive to warmth.
Then we had experts
reveal what kind of
touch works best there.

Here's a surprising move that will
get him primed for sex: Pop a pair
of his socks in the microwave for
20 seconds, then slip them on him
and squeeze his feet all over a few
times so the heat really sinks in. It
sounds a little weird, but there's a
neurological connection between
the feet and groin: The area of the
brain that registers feet sensations is right next to the region
that controls his boners. The socks
will feel heavenly on his soles ...
and they'll also get him erotically
energized a little higher up.

Your tongue
is the
perfect
.......peratureitremains
warm even
when it's
not inside
your mouth.

The combo of thin skin and major blood flow,
thanks to some big arteries running through
here, makes this spot supersensitive to heat.
But since it's such a vulnerable area, you don't
want to overdo it. Your tongue is the perfect
temperature-it remains slightly warm even
when it's not inside your mouth (test it on the
back of your hand). After giving him a deep
kiss, move to his throat, and lick from where his
ear ends down his neck and to the middle of
his collarbone. That little Vis another spot that
feels great because the skin there is even thinner. So linger for a bit of licking and nibbling
before heading back up toward his ear.

The spinal nerve connects directly to his penis,
so when you warm it, the heat shoots to his
package. Plus, the nervous system that runs
down either side of the spine sends arousal
messages to his brain when it's warmed up,
telling it to propel blood to his package and
make his pulse race. Flame his passion both
physically and mentally by rubbing your bare
breasts up and down the length of his backbone (put some lotion on them first so they'll
glide). Your body heat will set him ablaze.

A steamy massage will set a sensual tone plus relax him since his glutes ar
the largest muscle in the body and store a ton of tension. While you're botti
standing, start to kiss him. Meanwhile, behind his back, rub your
together really quickly to get them hot, then start with your nn.l"'<>lri"ir"•o:•
the very top of his thighs and firmly move them up in a pulling motion
you reach his tailbone. Stop every few strokes to rub your hand
again so they stay the right temperature. The heat you apply to
muscles will feel awesome and
to

When blood flows to his shaft, the excess
Because of this, they're almost as receptive
gotten naked, lie in bed on your sides and,
his-so his thighs create a sandwich
leg back and forth. The rubbing creates
setting his thighs on fire. Make sure to
The inferno it creates will
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The ears are a major erogenous
zone due to their plethora of
nerve endings and because
blood rusl)es to the area when
he's aroused. That combo
also makes them high in heat
sensitivity. Straddle his back,
lean down, and take one lobe
between your teeth at a time,
firmly closing your lips around
it and sucking. On average, the
inside of your mouth is 98.6
degrees, so you'll definitely
make his temperature rise.

SOURCES: SEX lHERAPIST SADIE ALLISON, AUTHOR OF TICI<U HIS PICKJ.E; NATAN BAR-CHAMA,
IIIOlOGIST AT MOUNT SINAl HOSPITAL IN NEW YORK CITY; SEX lHERAPIST JOEL BLOCK, PHD;
IAN KERNER, pttD; PATRICIA TAYLOR, PHD, AUTHOR OF EXPAtji)ED ORGASM
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